
                        YOU ARE ACCEPTED!

Chicago Tech and the Class of 2012
Congratulations! 
 
You’ve had a good year in ye ‘ol cyber-halls of Chicago Tech (CT); and, although you may not have perfected 
the use of your knife, fork and spoon in our dining hall, when it came to the important stuff, like used 
telecommunications equipment, you rocked it.
 
For starters, you aced the part about CT’s commitment to full and complete IT and Telecom Asset 
Management. That puts your procurement in a safety zone where security and fraud is always a concern.
 
It’s all about the basics, baby, especially when it gets down to ordering and keeping track of, and how to make 
use of, your entire inventory; and CT earned its diploma in offering businesses a single solution for Telecom 
Asset Management, be it for used telecom or high-tech equipment.
 
Time to replace that legacy telecom system? Don’t think about putting it up for auction---that’s old school 
thinking. Part of CT’s ongoing services is making sure you can reel in some return on that capital expenditure 
through our proven, Remarketing Solutions: we simply market your surplus at the right time and in the right 
marketplace; we refurbish your IT and telecom equipment to bring maximum return; we provide complete pass-
data erasure for your PCs along with hard-drive reformatting.
 
We consider ourselves the 'dean' when in comes to the array of Professional and Financial services we offer 
our equipment purchasers; a lot of our IT and telecom customers are just plain gleeful, knowing they have 
the option of leasing the equipment---forget about writing a mega check and watching your ‘cash flow’ flow no 
more.
 
Have you looked at all the offerings at CT? We know a lot IT and telecom professionals rely on us for their 
one-stop, trusted vendor when it comes to items like Central Office Switches, ATM Switches and Backbone 
Routers.
 
Wanting to graduate to a high-end servers? What about Remote Access Devices and even Optical 
Technology, the kind that meets the high requirements of fiber infrastructure?
 
But if you want a solid equipment with Basic 101 solutions and more, you’ll covet our names like Adtran, 
Westell, Alcatel, Avaya, Cisco, Dell, Emerson…hold on, time to change catalogs…
 
…IBM and Lucent.
 
Let CT help you graduate to an easy way of purchasing and managing your telecom assets. Contact us for 
complete enrollment details.
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